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Embodied semantic theories suppose that representation of word meaning and actual sensory-motor
processing are implemented in overlapping systems. According to this view, association and dissociation
of different word meaning should correspond to dissociation and association of the described sensory-
motor processing. Previous studies demonstrate that although tool-use actions and hand actions have
overlapping neural substrates, tool-use actions show greater activations in frontal–parietal–temporal
regions that are responsible for motor control and tool knowledge processing. In the present study, we
examined the association and the dissociation of the semantic representation of tool-use verbs and hand
action verbs. Chinese verbs describing tool-use or hand actions without tools were included, and a pas-
sive reading task was employed. All verb conditions showed common activations in areas of left middle
frontal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45) and left inferior parietal lobule relative to rest, and all
conditions showed significant effects in premotor areas within the mask of hand motion effects. Contrasts
between tool-use verbs and hand verbs demonstrated that tool verbs elicited stronger activity in left
superior parietal lobule, left middle frontal gyrus and left posterior middle temporal gyrus. Additionally,
psychophysiological interaction analyses demonstrated that tool verbs indicated greater connectivity
among these regions. These results suggest that the brain regions involved in tool-use action processing
also play more important roles in tool-use verb processing and that similar systems may be responsible
for word meaning representation and actual sensory-motor processing.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The brain mechanism of word meaning is an important topic
that has attracted increasing attentions. Embodied semantic theo-
ries claim that word meaning is grounded in sensory-motor sys-
tems (Barsalou, 1999; Glenberg, 1997; Pulvermüller, 2005). This
opinion is supported by neuroimaging studies, which reveal that
reading or listening to words can activate sensory-motor regions
that enact the word meaning. For instance, color knowledge pro-
cessing induced by color words can elicit activations in color per-
ceiving areas in fusiform gyrus (FG) (Pulvermüller & Hauk, 2006;
Simmons et al., 2007). Moreover, numerous studies indicate that
viewing verbs that describe actions of different body parts (such
as pick, lick and kick) can elicit effects in motor and premotor areas
in a somatotopic way (Hauk, Johnsrude, & Pulvermüller, 2004; Pul-
vermüller, Härle, & Hummel, 2001; Raposo, Moss, Stamatakis, &
Tyler, 2009). These results support the view that neurons responsi-
ll rights reserved.
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ble for sensory-motor information and word forms strongly link to
each other (Pulvermüller, 2001) or the view that language compre-
hension is mediated by implicit sensory-motor simulation (Barsa-
lou, 1999; Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002). The findings of motor and
premotor activation are extended from the processing of single
verbs to the processing of phrases, sentences and even figurative
language that contain body-schema verbs (Aziz-Zadeh, Wilson,
Rizzolatti, & Iacobonni, 2006; Boulenger, Hauk, & Puvermüller,
2009; Tettamanti et al., 2005; but see Raposo et al., 2009). How-
ever, for verbs that depict complex actions, such as tool-use action
verbs (tool verbs for short), whether their meaning is ground in
sensory-motor systems, and what difference between their mean-
ing and the meaning of hand verbs are still unclear (Kemmerer,
Castillo, Talavage, Patterson, & Wiley, 2008; Tyler et al., 2003).

As a defining characteristic of humans, tool-use introduces chal-
lenges on motor skill and tool knowledge compared with hand ac-
tions without tools. This is because the goal of tool-use is not
enhancing movements of the upper limbs, but implementing qual-
itatively different mechanical actions (Frey, 2007). Such extra
requirements are demonstrated by recent neuroimaging studies,
which find that tool-use processing elicits stronger effects than
hand action processing in both dorsal (frontal–parietal) stream
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Fig. 1. Examples of experimental stimuli. Circles indicate the semantic radicals. Top
line: an example of Chinese hand verbs, its English translation equivalent, and a
picture indicating the hand semantic radical. Middle line: an example of Chinese
tool verbs (hand part), its English translation equivalent, and a picture indicating
the hand semantic radical. Bottom line: an example of Chinese tool verbs (tool part),
its English translation equivalent, and a picture indicating the tool semantic radical.
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and ventral (posterior temporal) stream (Frey, 2008). The dorsal
stream is mainly responsible for motor skill processing in tool-
use. Left superior parietal lobule and inferior parietal lobule (SPL
and IPL) are responsible for tool-use motor skill planning (Chamin-
ade, Meltzoff, & Decety, 2005; Choi et al., 2001; Fridman et al.,
2006; Goldenberg & Hagmann 1998; Johnson-Frey, Newman-Norl-
und, & Grafton, 2005). Left middle frontal gyrus (MFG) and inferior
frontal gyrus (IFG, BA 44/45) are responsible for integrating the ac-
tor’s prospective goals (Buccino et al., 2004; Duncan & Owen, 2000;
Rowe, Toni, Josephs, Frackowiak, & Passingham, 2000). The ventral
stream is responsible for tool information processing. The medial
FG is responsible for tool shape processing (Beauchamp, Lee, Hax-
by, & Martin, 2002; Mahon et al., 2007), and the left posterior mid-
dle temporal gyrus (MTG) is responsible for tool knowledge
processing (Damasio et al., 2001; Mahon et al., 2007; Martin, Hax-
by, Lalonde, Wiggs, & Ungerleider, 1995; Martin, Wiggs, Ungerleid-
er, & Haxby, 1996). In a word, these studies indicate that although
tool-use actions and hand actions have overlapping neural sub-
strates, tool-use shows greater activations in frontal, parietal and
posterior temporal regions that are responsible for action goal inte-
gration, motor-skill planning and tool knowledge processing.

According to the embodied semantic view, the representation of
word meaning and actual sensory-motor processing are imple-
mented in overlapping systems. If this is true, the association
and the dissociation of different word meaning should correspond
to the association and the dissociation of the described sensory-
motor processing. Thus, we hypothesize that (1) reading tool verbs
and hand verbs should elicit common activity in hand motion areas
and (2) tool verbs and hand verbs should elicit different effects in
tool-use related regions, such as IFG (BA 44/45), MFG, SPL/IPL,
medial FG and left posterior MTG. However, previous studies about
tool verbs have not indicated clear findings about the two above
hypotheses. For example, Tyler et al. (2003) used a semantic cate-
gorization task and found that tool verbs (such as drilling) and bio-
logical verbs (such as swimming) showed similar frontal–temporal
activities and no difference was found. With a semantic similarity
judgment task, Kemmerer et al. (2008) found that biological verbs
(such as running) and tool verbs (such as cutting) elicited similar ef-
fects in frontal–temporal areas, in addition the tool verbs elicited
activation in left angular gyrus (AG). However, the study did not di-
rectly compare the tool verbs with the biological verbs. Thus, it is
still unclear whether the regions responsible for tool-use functions
are more involved in tool verb processing, i.e. whether tool verbs
elicit stronger effects than hand verbs in areas of left SPL/IPL, left
MFG/IFG (BA 44/45) and left posterior MTG.

One possible reason for the difficulty of seeing the involvement
of tool-use network in reading tool verbs may be that the tool-use
network contains much more information compared with biologi-
cal motions, and that tool-use occurs much later than biological ac-
tions in the history of human evolution and ontogenetic
development. Thus, the combination between the word form and
the tool-use network might be relatively vulnerable and easily dis-
turbed. To investigate whether the tool-use network engages in the
semantic representation of tool verbs, both the elaborate seman-
tics specifying the manners of how hand interacts with tools and
the strong association between word form and word meaning
may be necessary. In the current study, we used single-character
Chinese action verbs, which emphasize on very specific manual ac-
tion manner and refer to a limited range of actions. As a typical
ideographic writing system, Chinese written word forms have
strong connections with word meaning. For instance, many sin-
gle-character words have semantic radicals in their word forms
to indicate meaning (Zhang & Chen, 2008). Most of single-charac-
ter hand verbs contain a hand-related semantic radical, such as
nie (pinch) (Fig. 1A). Single-character tool verbs can be divided into
two types based on their semantic radicals (Zhang & Chen, 2008).
In one type, each tool verb contains a hand-related semantic radi-
cal, such as wa (dig) (Fig. 1B). In the other type, each tool verb con-
tains a tool-related semantic radical, such as bang (bind, here
stresses the rope) (Fig. 1C). To examine the semantic representa-
tion differences between tool verbs and hand verbs thoroughly,
both types of tool verbs were compared with hand verbs in the
present study. A passive reading task was used to avoid confound-
ing from motor response and to investigate the automatic access
from word form to word meaning (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2006; Hauk
et al., 2004). A hand motion task was conducted after the passive
reading task to localize hand motor areas and to examine whether
hand verbs and tool verbs elicit effects in hand motor areas (Aziz-
Zadeh et al., 2006; Hauk et al., 2004; Raposo et al., 2009). To ex-
plore the differences between functional connectivity of tool verbs
and hand verbs, psychophysiological interaction analyses (PPI,
Friston et al., 1997) were performed based on the contrasts be-
tween tool verbs and hand verbs. We predict that all verbs show
common activations in hand motion areas within the mask of hand
motion effects. The tool verbs (hand part) may reveal stronger ef-
fects in areas of SPL/IPL and MFG/IFG (BA 44/45) that play roles
in motor-skill planning and action goal integration, because the
semantic radicals emphasize hand motion. The tool verbs (tool
part) may reveal stronger effects in area of left posterior MTG that
is responsible for tool information, because the semantic radicals
stress tool involvement.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty healthy Chinese volunteers (13 females, age range 19–
28 years) participated in the fMRI study after completing the in-
formed consent form approved by the Imaging Center for Brain Re-
search of Beijing Normal University. They all had normal or
corrected to normal vision and reported no history of neurological
or psychiatric disorder. All participants were right-handed accord-
ing to a modified Chinese version of the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory (Oldfield, 1971).

2.2. Materials

At first, 120 regular single-character Chinese transitive verbs
(hand verbs and tool verbs) were selected from Xin Hua Dictionary
(The Commercial Press, 2006). Noun–verb homophones were ex-
cluded. Twenty native Chinese speakers (none of them took part
in the fMRI study) rated the familiarity, concreteness and
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imageability for each verb using Likert 7-point scales (1 = very low,
7 = very high). They additionally rated (1) whether the action was a
hand action and (2) whether the action required tool-use on two
dichotomous scales (1 = yes, 0 = no). If a verb described a hand ac-
tion, these Chinese speakers then rated (3) to what extent the verb
reminded them to think of hand on a Likert 7-point scale (1 = very
low, 7 = very high). If the action required tool-use, they then rated
(4) to what extent the action relied on tools on a Likert 7-point
scale (1 = very low, 7 = very high). Word frequency information
was obtained from Language Corpus System of Modern Chinese
Studies (LCSMCS, Sun, Huang, Sun, Li, & Xing, 1997).

Forty-eight verbs were selected as the experimental materials.
They included (1) 16 hand verbs that described hand actions with-
out tool-use, such as nie (pinch), reng (throw), fu (touch); (2) 16 tool
verbs, and their semantic radicals indicated hand involvement
[tool verbs (hand part) for short], such as sao (sweep), wa (dig),
dao (smash) and (3) 16 tool verbs, and their semantic radicals indi-
cated the tools or materials [tool verbs (tool part) for short], such
as bang (bind), ke (carve), ge (cut) (Table 1). Rating scores for three
conditions were submitted to one-way analysis of variance (ANO-
VA) with verb condition as a between-subject factor. Significant ef-
fects were followed up with the planned comparisons. Results
showed that three types of verbs had no differences in word fre-
quency, familiarity, stroke, concreteness and imageability (all
Fs < 1). The hand verbs had higher hand action ratio than the two
types of tool verbs (both ps < 0.001), but no difference of hand ac-
tion ratio was found between the two types of tool verbs (p > 0.1).
What is more, the hand verbs had higher hand-reminding degree
than the two types of tool verbs (both ps < 0.001), and the tool
verbs (hand part) had higher hand-reminding degree than the tool
verbs (tool part) (p < 0.01). As for tool-use ratio and tool-use de-
gree, the tool verbs (tool part) had higher scores than the tool verbs
(hand part) and the hand verbs (both ps < 0.001), and the tool verbs
(hand part) had higher scores than the hand verbs (p < 0.001).
2.3. Design and task

We employed a block design for the passive reading task and
the hand motion task because such design is found to indicate
superior statistical power (Friston, Zarahn, Josephs, Henson, & Dale,
1999). In addition, block designs may be more appropriate because
our goal is to detect subtle differences across different experimen-
tal conditions (Chee, Venkatraman, Westphal, & Siong, 2003). The
passive reading phase began with an 8 s rest followed by six exper-
imental blocks. Each block lasted 20 s, and was followed by 16 s
rest. Each block consisted of eight words from one condition (thus
the 16 words were divided into two blocks), and each word was
displayed for 2 s, followed by 0.5 s blank. The order of the blocks
was randomized. Participants were instructed to view each word
carefully without making any response. After the fMRI experiment,
each participant read a word list and was asked to select the words
they had read during the experiment. The aim of this posttest was
Table 1
Descriptive statistics of stimuli characteristics.

Word type Example Frequency Stroke Familiarity Concreten

Hand verb nie (pinch) 32.3
(28.9)

10.1
(2.7)

5.5 (0.8) 5.3 (0.6)

Tool verb (hand
part)

sao
(sweep)

32.1
(32.4)

9.6 (3.3) 5.2 (1.0) 5.0 (0.9)

Tool verb (tool part) bang
(bind)

31.1
(29.3)

9.8 (2.5) 5.5 (0.6) 5.3 (0.6)

Hand ratio refers to the hand action ratio. Hand degree refers to the degree that the action
action relies on tools (1 = very low, 7 = very high). Numbers in the bracket are standard
to examine whether participants read each word carefully during
the experiment.

To test whether passively viewing tool verbs and hand verbs
would elicit activations in hand motor areas, we instructed all par-
ticipants to perform a hand-motion localizer task after the passive
reading session. In each of the six hand motion blocks, participants
were asked to pantomime grasping action ten times according to
the frequency of a signal consisted of three asterisks (���) with their
left or right hand. At the beginning of each block, an instruction ap-
peared on the computer screen to tell participants which hand they
should use. The order of hand motion was randomized.

2.4. Image acquisition

Imaging acquisition was performed on a 3.0-T Scanner
(Siemens, Trio Tim) in the Imaging Center for Brain Research of Bei-
jing Normal University. A gradient echo planar imaging (EPI) se-
quence was used to acquire the functional images (32 axial
slices), with the following parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms,
FA = 90�, FOV = 200 � 200 mm2, matrix = 64 � 64, thickness =
4 mm, inter-slice gap = 0.8 mm, voxel size = 3.125 � 3.125 �
4.8 mm3. A MPRAGE sequence was used to acquire high-resolution
anatomical images of the entire brain with the following parame-
ters: TR = 2530 ms, TE = 3.39 ms, FA = 7�; 128 sagittal slices;
1.33 � 1.33 � 1.33 mm3 resolution.

2.5. Data analysis

AFNI software package was used to preprocess and analyze the
imaging data (Cox, 1996). After slice timing, a six-parameter rigid-
body transformation was employed to correct head motion of the
EPI images (Cox & Jesmanowicz, 1999). The anatomical image of
each participant was registered to a standard Talaiarach template
(TT_N27_atlas) (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988), and then the EPI
images were aligned with the anatomical image. A 6-mm FWHM
Gaussian kernel was used to spatially smooth the EPI data. Finally,
all functional images were resampled to 2 � 2 � 2 mm3 voxel size.

Individual GLM-based analysis was used to estimate beta coef-
ficient and statistical t-map for each experimental condition (three
conditions for the passive reading task, and two conditions for the
hand motion task) in each participant. Voxel-wise scaled coeffi-
cients were calculated with standard hemodynamic response func-
tion model (single gamma function) and then were submitted into
a two-way, mixed-factor ANOVA with condition as a fixed factor
and participant as a random factor.

The group statistical map of each condition was generated by
contrasting individual t-maps against a constant value of 0. The
False Discovery Rate (FDR, Genovese, Lazar, & Nichols, 2002) proce-
dure was used to find a threshold of p < 0.01 and the t-score maps
were converted to Z-score maps. To show common areas of
activations in three verb conditions, a single contrast of all three
conditions relative to rest was performed, and was inclusively
masked by the effect of each condition related to rest. Z-scores at
ess Imageability Hand
ratio

Hand
degree

Tool-use
ratio

Tool-use
degree

5.9 (0.4) 1.0 (0.1) 5.2 (0.6) 0.1 (0.0) 0.2 (0.1)

5.7 (0.7) 0.8 (0.2) 3.3 (1.0) 0.7 (0.3) 3.2 (1.6)

5.9 (0.5) 0.7 (0.1) 2.3 (0.7) 0.9 (0.1) 5.3 (1.1)

reminds hand (1 = very low, 7 = very high). Tool degree refers to the degree that the
deviations.
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the reported peak coordinates for contrast of each condition rela-
tive to rest were reported.

To examine whether all verbs show effects in hand motor areas,
we first performed a single contrast of left and right hand motion
relative to rest, and then the contrast of each verb condition rela-
tive to rest was inclusively masked by left and right hand motion
effects. To show common areas of activations in three verb condi-
tions within the hand motion mask, we performed a single contrast
of all three conditions relative to rest within hand motion mask,
and the contrast result was inclusively masked by the effect of each
condition related to rest within the hand motion mask. We re-
ported Z-score and effect size at each reported peak coordinate
for contrast of each condition relative to rest.

Results of simple contrasts between each tool verb condition
and the hand verb condition was inclusively masked by the effect
of each condition relative to rest to assure that the areas identified
were activated by the condition of interest relative to rest and were
not the results of de-activation. The resulting maps for the simple
contrasts were thresholded at a voxel-wise, uncorrected, two-
tailed probability of t = 3.860 (p < 0.001). We also reported Z-scores
at the reported peak coordinates. Effect size for each condition in
each identified region reported.

Two PPI analyses (Friston et al., 1997) were performed to find
brain regions showing enhanced connectivity with the regions for
the tool verbs conditions as compared with the hand verb condition.
Two clusters were selected as seed regions for their significant pres-
ence in the initial contrast analysis and for their proposed theoretical
importance in tool-use processing (Frey, 2007; Lewis, 2006). One
was in left MFG (�45, 19, 40), which showed stronger effect in the
tool verbs (hand part) than the hand verbs, and the other was in left
posterior ITG/MTG (�49, �47, �10), which indicated stronger acti-
vation in the tool verbs (tool part) than the hand verbs. In two sepa-
rated PPI analyses, the physiological variable was defined as the time
course of the voxel whose t-value peaked within each cluster. The
psychological variable was a vector coding for contrast effect [con-
trast between the tool verbs (hand part) and the hand verbs or con-
trast between the tool verbs (tool part) and the hand verbs]
convolved with the hemodynamic response function (single gamma
function). The psychophysiological interaction was calculated as the
product of the deconvolved seed time-series (Gitelman, Penny, Ash-
burner, & Friston, 2003) and the vector of the psychological variable.
Each PPI analysis was based on a general linear model with separate
regressors for the psychological, physiological, and psychophysio-
logical interaction variable. We then assessed the interaction effect
in a random effects analysis using one-sample t-test. Results were
reported on a height threshold of p < 0.001 (uncorrected) with 10
voxels minimum extend.
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

The aim of the behavioral test after the FMRI experiment was to
see whether participants read every presented word carefully.
Fig. 2. Common significant activities for three verb conditions
Accuracy of word recognition was expressed as d-prime scores.
Scores of each participant in each condition were submitted to re-
peated-ANOVA with verb condition as a within-subject factor. The
overall average d-prime was 2.57 (SD = 1.46). The d-prime of hand
verbs recognition was 2.51 (SD = 1.36); for tool verbs (hand part)
the d-prime was 2.71 (SD = 1.52), and for tool verbs (tool part)
the d-prime was 2.48 (SD = 1.41). ANOVA showed that there was
no significant condition effect (F < 1).

3.2. Brain activation results

3.2.1. Common activation of three verb conditions versus rest
Fig. 2 presents the common activities for three verb conditions

relative to rest. All conditions revealed effects in areas of bilateral
FG/IOG (BA 19), precentral gyrus (BA 6), left MFG (BA 9), left IFG (p.
opercularis)/IFG (p. triangularis) (BA 44/45), supplementary motor
areas (SMA, BA 6) and cerebellum. In addition, all verb conditions
elicited effects in an area of left IPL/SPL (BA 40/7). Z-scores at the
reported peak coordinates for the contrast of each condition rela-
tive to rest were also reported (Table 2).

Left hand movement elicited activations in right motor areas,
including right precentral gyrus (BA 4/6), postcentral gyrus (BA
3), supplementary motor areas (SMA, BA 32/24) and cerebellum.
Brain areas in bilateral temporal lobe and right occipital lobe also
showed effects. Right hand movement elicited effects in left SMA
(BA 32/24), left precentral gyrus (BA 6/4), left postcentral gyrus
(BA 3) and cerebellum. Brain areas in right temporal lobe and left
occipital lobe also showed strong effects.

Within the hand-motion effect mask, all three types of verbs
showed common activations in bilateral precentral gyrus (BA 4),
MFG (BA 6), lingual gyrus (BA 18/19), SMA (BA 6) and cerebellum.
Z-score and effect size at the each reported peak coordinate for con-
trast of each condition relative to rest were also reported (Table 3).

3.2.2. Contrast analyses
3.2.2.1. Tool verbs (hand part) vs. hand verbs. The contrast analysis
between the tool verbs (hand part) and the hand verbs demon-
strated that the tool verbs (hand part) had stronger effects in areas
of left MFG (BA 8/9), left SPL/IPL (BA 19/7) and left caudate nucleus
(BA 32/24). Additionally, the hand verbs elicited stronger activa-
tion in left postcentral gyrus/precentral gyrus (BA 3/2) and right
postcentral gyrus (BA 3/2) (Table 4). The effect size for each condi-
tion in each region was plotted in Fig. 3.

3.2.2.2. Tool verbs (tool part) vs. hand verbs. The comparison be-
tween the tool verbs (tool part) and the hand verbs revealed that
the tool verbs (tool part) had stronger effects in areas of left posterior
ITG/MTG (BA 37), left SPL (BA 7) and right ITG/FG (BA 20). No stron-
ger effect was revealed in the hand verb condition (Table 4). The ef-
fect size for each condition in each region was plotted in Fig. 4.

3.2.3. Results of PPI analyses
The area in left MFG (�45, 19, 40) showed stronger effect in the

tool verbs (hand part) and was taken as a seed region in PPI
versus rest (FDR corrected to p < 0.01). L = left, R = right.



Table 2
Talaiarach coordinates (x, y, z) of common significant clusters (FDR corrected to p < 0.01) for three verb conditions versus rest. Z-scores at each reported peak coordinate for
contrast of each condition relative to rest were also reported.

Voxel Brain region BA Z-value Z-HV Z-TVH Z-TVT x y z

2425 L FG/IOG 19 5.22 4.37 4.43 4.33 �27 �81 �16
1387 L Prec G/MFG/IFG(ope)/IFG(tri) 6/9/44 5.22 3.98 4.43 4.16 �45 3 36

116 L IFG(tri) 46/10 4.60 2.71 3.32 2.8 �47 35 14
84 L IPL/SPL 40/7 4.34 2.75 2.68 3.42 �27 �57 42

136 R Prec G 6 4.48 3.54 2.74 3.43 49 3 44
2498 R FG/LOG 19 5.21 4.17 3.77 4.08 43 �69 �14

479 R SMA 6 5.06 3.22 2.69 3.67 1 5 58
166 Cerebellum 4.70 3.19 3.49 3.56 27 �53 �46

L = left; R = right; FG = fusiform gyrus; IFG(ope) = inferior frontal gyrus (p. opercularis), IFG(tri) = inferior frontal gyrus (p. triangularis), IOG = inferior occipital gyrus,
IPL = inferior parietal lobule; MFG = middle frontal gyrus, Prec G = precentral gyrus; SMA = supplementary motor areas; SPL = superior parietal lobule. HV = hand verbs,
TVH = tool verbs (hand part), TVT = tool verbs (tool part).

Table 3
Talaiarach coordinates (x, y, z) of common significant clusters (FDR corrected to p < 0.01) of three verb conditions versus rest in hand motion task. Z-score and effect size at each
reported peak coordinate for contrast of each condition relative to rest were also reported.

Voxel Brain region BA Z-value Z-HV Z-TVH Z-TVT EF-HV EF-TVH EF-TVT x y z

331 L Prec G/MFG 6 4.78 3.66 3.8 3.87 1.57 1.81 1.66 �37 �3 34
220 L SMA 6 4.87 3.75 3.56 4.29 1.66 1.60 2.02 �1 3 52

91 L LG 18/19 5.29 4.54 4.73 4.49 2.47 2.91 2.46 �27 �83 �16
77 R Prec G/MFG 6/4 4.21 4.32 3.85 4.49 2.21 1.86 2.39 45 �1 44
50 R LG 18/19 4.98 3.45 2.95 3.47 1.39 1.14 1.26 19 �85 �10

177 Cerebellum 4.78 4.32 3.72 4.34 2.20 1.73 2.09 33 �57 �24

L = left; R = right; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; LG = lingual gyrus; Prec G = precentral gyrus; SMA = supplementary motor areas. HV = hand verbs, TVH = tool verbs (hand
part), TVT = tool verbs (tool part), EF, effect size.

Table 4
Talaiarach coordinates (x, y, z) of significant clusters (p < 0.001 uncorrected) in
contrast analyses.

Voxel Brain region BA Z-value x y z

Tool verb (hand part) > hand verb
31 L SPL 19/7 4.37 �27 �79 44
21 L MFG 8/9 4.16 �45 19 40
Hand verb > tool verb (hand part)
51 L Postc G/Prec G 3/2 �4.27 �49 �9 22
21 R Post G 3/2 �4.40 61 �9 20
Tool verb (tool part) > hand verb
27 L SPL 7 3.94 �15 �47 64
22 L posterior ITG/MTG 37 3.66 �49 �47 �10
26 R ITG/FG 20/21 4.24 39 �7 �20
Hand verb > tool verb (tool part)
–

L = left, R = right, FG = fusiform gyrus; ITG = inferior temporal gyrus, MFG = middle
frontal gyrus, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, Postc G = postcentral gyrus, Prec
G = precentral gyrus, SPL = superior parietal lobule.
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analysis. The results indicated that areas in left MFG (BA 9), left IPL
(BA 40) and right AG (BA 39) showed stronger coupling with left
MFG when the tool verbs (hand part) compared with the hand
verbs (Table 5).

The area in left posterior ITG/MTG (�49, �47, �10) showed
stronger effect in tool verbs (tool part) and was used as a seed re-
gion. The results of PPI analysis demonstrated that areas in left IFG
(p. opercularis) (BA 44/45), left MOG (BA 19) and right MFG (BA 46/
10) showed stronger coupling with left posterior ITG/MTG when
the tool verbs (tool part) compared with the hand verbs. At a lower
threshold of p < 0.005 uncorrected, area in left IPL (BA 40/7) also
indicated enhanced connectivity (Table 6).
4. Discussion

The current study aimed to explore the dissociation and the
association of the semantic representation of tool verbs and hand
verbs. To achieve this goal, we employed two types of Chinese tool
verbs, a group of hand verbs and a passive reading task. We pre-
dicted that the tool verbs and the hand verbs would elicit signifi-
cant differences in tool-use related areas, but they would also
elicit common effects in hand motion areas.

The results of the present study confirmed the prediction. The
comparison between the tool verbs (hand part) and the hand verbs
indicated that areas in left SPL and left MFG showed greater effects
in the tool verb condition. The SPL plays an important role in plan-
ning and executing tool-use movements (Choi et al., 2001; John-
son-Frey et al., 2005) or preparing motor actions in tool-use
(Chaminade et al., 2005; Goldenberg & Hagmann, 1998). Previous
studies demonstrate that left MFG, as well as IFG (BA 44/45), is
responsible for the integration of actor’s prospective goals (Buccino
et al., 2004; Duncan & Owen, 2000; Rowe et al., 2000) or the visu-
omotor transformations of grasping and manipulating objects (Bin-
kofski et al., 2000). Additionally, the PPI analysis indicated that left
IPL and right AG showed enhanced connectivity with left MFG. This
result is consistent with previous studies, which indicate that left
dorsal stream (frontal–parietal) plays a key role in tool-use plan-
ning (Johnson-Frey et al., 2005), pantomime (Choi et al., 2001; Moll
et al., 2000), imagination (Johnson-Frey et al., 2005), viewing
(Manthey, Shubotz, & von Cramon, 2003) and sound listening (Le-
wis, Brefczynski, Phinney, Janik, & DeYoe, 2005). Together, these
results suggest that the meaning of tool verbs (hand part) might
emphasize more on the action planning and action goal integration
and require more involvement of the dorsal stream that is impor-
tant during tool-use executing (Frey, 2007).

The contrast between the tool verbs (tool part) and the hand
verbs demonstrated that the tool verbs (tool part) showed stronger
activations in left posterior ITG/MTG, a brain area that is involved
in tool naming (Mahon et al., 2007; Martin et al., 1996), tool action
words generation (Martin et al., 1995) and tool questions answer-
ing (Chao, Haxby, & Martin, 1999). This region is supposed to rep-
resent the conceptual knowledge of tools. The result is consistent
with the semantic radical information that indicates the tools or



Fig. 3. Effect sizes for all conditions in each region that identified by the contrast between the tool verbs (hand part) and the hand verbs. (A) Effect sizes in brain regions in
which the tool verbs (hand part) showed stronger effect than the hand verbs. (B) Effect sizes in brain regions in which the hand verbs showed stronger effect than the tool
verbs (hand part).

Fig. 4. Effect sizes for all conditions in each region that identified by the contrast between the tool verbs (tool part) and the hand verbs.

Table 5
Results of PPI analysis: Talaiarach coordinates (x, y, z) for regions showing signifi-
cantly greater coupling with left MFG in the contrast results of tool verbs (hand
part) > hand verbs. The threshold is p < 0.001 uncorrected with 10 voxels minimum
extend.

Voxel Brain region BA Z-value x y z

113 L MFG 9 4.09 �21 39 30
60 L IPL 40 3.4 �45 �47 38

105 R AG 39 4.09 43 �61 40
43 R AG 40/39 3.73 47 �67 26

L = left; R = right; AG = angular gyrus; IPL = inferior parietal lobule; MFG = middle
frontal gyrus.

Table 6
Results of PPI analysis: Talaiarach coordinates (x, y, z) for regions showing signifi-
cantly greater coupling with left posterior ITG/MTG in the contrast results of tool
verbs (tool part) > hand verbs. The threshold is p < 0.001 uncorrected with 10 voxels
minimum extend.

Voxel Brain region BA Z-value x y z

11 L IFG(ope) 44/45 3.53 �47 11 20
52 L IPL* 40/7 3.23 �41 �55 44
13 L MOG 19 3.76 �39 �81 �2
49 R MFG 46/10 3.7 41 37 18

L = left; R = right; IFG (ope) = inferior frontal gyrus (p. opercularis), IPL = inferior
parietal lobule; MFG = middle frontal gyrus.
* p < 0.005.
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materials. The result is also consistent with the rating results,
which showed highest scores in tool involvement in this type of
tool verbs. In addition, the tool verbs (tool part) also have stronger
effect in left SPL, and this result suggests that there is a connection
between left posterior MTG and the dorsal areas. Direct evidence of
this connection comes from the PPI analysis, which showed that
left IFG (p. opercularis) and left IPL had greater coupling with left
posterior ITG/MTG. This result suggests that areas in dorsal stream
(frontal-parietal cortex) and ventral stream (posterior temporal
cortex) play important roles in representing the meaning of tool
verbs (tool part).

Together, the contrasts between tool verbs and hand verbs and
the functional connectivity results suggest that the meaning of tool
verbs is represented in a more complex tool-use network, and the
brain regions that play important roles in tool-use are more in-
volved in the meaning of tool verbs.

Despite these differences, the tool verbs and the hand verbs also
indicated common neural substrates. The contrast analysis of each
verb condition relative to rest indicated activities in left MFG, IFG,
bilateral precentral gyrus, FG/IOG, and left SPL/IPL. Additionally, all
verb conditions elicited activities in premotor areas within the
mask of hand motion effects. This result is consistent with previous
studies about manual action language (Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2006;
Hauk et al., 2004; Raposo et al., 2009; Tettamanti et al., 2005)
and confirms that hand motor areas engage in the representation
of manual action verbs.
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The dissociation and the association of the embodied represen-
tation of tool verbs and hand verbs relate to the classic debate of
how different semantic knowledge is distributed over the neocor-
tex. One point of view supposes that different semantic knowledge
is represented in distinct systems. For example, Allport (1985) sup-
posed that word meaning is represented in a distributed pattern
across different attribute domains. Different attributes can dissoci-
ate with each other (e.g., visual knowledge vs. functional knowl-
edge). The Sensory/Function theory (Warrington & McCarthy,
1983; Warrington & McCarthy, 1987) claims that semantic system
can be divided into visual/perceptual and functional/associate sub-
systems, which play key roles in representing the conceptual
knowledge of living things and non-living things, respectively.
The Domain-Specific hypothesis (Caramazza & Mahon, 2003)
claims that there are functional dissociable neural substrates for
fundamental conceptual categories, such as ‘animals’ and ‘tools’
to guarantee fast and efficient object identification.

Contrary to the multi-subsystem views, other researchers sug-
gest that conceptual knowledge is organized into a unitary system.
For instance, the Organized-Unitary-Content hypothesis (Riddoch,
Humphreys, Coltheart, & Funnell, 1988) supposes that semantic
features corresponding to object properties that often occur to-
gether are stored close in semantic space. The Conceptual-Struc-
ture account (Tyler & Moss, 2001) claims that conceptual
knowledge within different domains is represented within a single
system and concepts in different domains have different demands
on different elements. Thus, activations for different semantic cat-
egories will be different in degree rather than all-or-none selective
effects.

The result pattern of the present study seems to suggest that
verbal semantics are represented in a unitary system, and concepts
in different conceptual categories may have different demands on
various elements. On the one hand, the tool verb and the hand verb
processing indicate common effects in frontal, parietal and tempo-
ral areas compared with rest, and both types of verbs show strong
activations in hand motor areas. On the other hand, the contrast
analyses and PPI analyses demonstrate that the tool verbs and
the hand verbs elicit different activations in some areas that are
within the widespread common network. For instance, the tool
verbs show stronger effects in MFG/IFG, SPL/IPL and posterior
ITG/MTG, suggesting that the concepts of tool verbs have greater
demands on elements about high-level processing such as motor-
skill retrieval, action goal integration and tool knowledge. Addi-
tionally, the hand verbs show stronger effects in precentral/post-
central gyrus, indicating greater demands on elements about
basic hand motion. The association and the dissociation pattern
might be hard to interpret with the view that different conceptual
categories have dissociable neural bases.

However, one needs to be cautious when generalizing these re-
sults to general conceptual representation. Firstly, both tool-use
actions and hand actions without tool-use are human manual ac-
tions, and thus they have common demands on hand motion areas.
In addition, the hand verbs and the tool verbs used in the current
study describe transitive actions, which might stress the common
substrates of the two types of verbs. Conceptual categories that
have few common features may indicate more obvious dissociation
effects and less common activations. Secondly, although the cur-
rent study shows that the concepts of tool verbs and hand verbs
may have common network, it does not mean that the various
semantic features constituting these concepts have common neu-
ral substrates. It still requires further work to explore, for example,
whether semantic features of tool verbs, such as motor-skill plan-
ning and tool knowledge, have dissociable neural bases or not. The
point here is that the dissociation and the association of the con-
cepts of tool verb and hand verbs correspond to the dissociation
and the association of tool-use processing and hand action process-
ing indicated by previous studies, and hence may support the
embodied view that the representation of word meaning and the
actual sensory-motor process are implemented in overlapping sys-
tems. This view still needs further examination, and more effort is
needed to integrate the embodied semantic view and the compet-
ing theories of semantic organization.
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